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The White House preparing a sweeping “Build Back Better” package… Biden’s next proposal is a two-part $3-
trillion package of sweeping policy priorities for infrastructure, clean energy, work force development and 
education spending as part of the president’s “Build Back Better” agenda. It would be financed in part through tax 
increases on corporations and the rich. The first part will be focused on infrastructure, and the second focused on 
other domestic priorities, such as universal prekindergarten, national childcare, and free community college tuition. 
The New York Times first reported on the two-part package. Biden is expected to discuss his agenda during his first 
formal news conference Thursday and in his first address to a joint session of Congress in the coming weeks.

Federal Reserve Chairman Jerome Powel plans to reiterate in a hearing before Congress that the central bank will 
continue providing support to the economy through loose monetary policy. He and Treasury Secretary Janet 
Yellen will begin two days of testimony at 12 p.m. ET. But optimism about the speed of the recovery and the 
possibility of rising inflation have left investors skeptical about the Fed’s plans for interest rates and bond purchases. 
Investors are also reassessing their expectations for a fast and widespread global recovery, which had led to rising 
bets earlier this year that companies sensitive to an economic recovery would benefit. Rising Covid-19 cases in 
Europe and recent extensions to lockdowns in Germany, France and Italy are also weighing on sentiment.

In the past year, homeowners have been reluctant to sell due to concern about the coronavirus and fierce 
competition for homes. There were 1.03 million homes for sale in the U.S. at the end of February, unchanged from 
the revised January level, which was the lowest in data going back to 1982, the National Association of Realtors said 
Monday. The level was down 29.5% from February 2020, a record annual decline, according to NAR.

Tuesday, March 23, 2021

Upcoming Reports
EIA Report – Tomorrow, 10:00 am
USDA Export Sales – Friday, 7:30 am
Commitments of Traders –Friday, 2:30 pm

Indices and Futures
Index Last Change
Dow Fut 32,486 -0.40%
S&P Fut 3,918 -0.28%
Nasdaq Fut 13,100 +0.23%
Nikkei 28,855 -1.00%
FTSE100 6,663 -0.17%
DAX 14,656 -0.07%
Shanghai 5,009 -0.95%

Macro News

Weather Summary: Argentina’s environment will still be favorable in most areas for late season crop development and the nation will receive another meaningful 
rain event Wednesday through Saturday. Net drying in much of Brazil, excluding the far south and northwest Mato Grosso, will benefit fieldwork advancement 
but also raise concern of crop moisture stress. Shower and thunderstorm activity will return to the drier areas of Brazil in early April; however, resulting moisture 
will likely be below normal.

South American Crop Consultant Dr. Michael Cordonnier maintained his Brazilian soybean crop estimate of 132 MMT, and his bias is neutral going forward. 
Weather last week was favorable, with drier weather for central Brazil and wetter conditions for southern states like Rio Grande do Sul. But Cordonnier pointed 
out some areas of Mato Grosso continue to receive excess rain; at least four cities in the state declared states of emergency. The forecast calls for drier weather in 
south-central Brazil and more rain for Rio Grande do Sul, which will help with pod fill. Cordonnier observes, “This is a good forecast for soybean harvesting, but 
not so good for the safrinha corn crop.” While the ideal planting window for safrinha corn closed weeks ago, high corn prices are motivating farmers to continue 
planting. “They might only get half of a corn crop because it is being planted so late, but they could still make money at these prices,” he observes. Cordonnier
stuck with his Brazilian corn crop estimate of 105 MMT, and his bias is neutral to lower going forward. 

Cordonnier also maintained his Argentine soybean crop estimate of 46 MMT, and his bias is neutral going forward. He reports rains last week helped stabilize 
soybeans “at least for the time being.” But he cautions that crop conditions are variable, reflecting spotty rains. More rain is expected for central production 
regions this week. Cordonnier also maintained his Argentine corn crop estimate of 45.5 MMT, and his bias is neutral to slightly lower going forward. He says 
recent rains stabilized the crop, and more rainfall should benefit later-planted corn this week. Harvest of both crops is just getting started.

Brazilian soybean exports maintained their record pace during the third week of March on continued harvest pressure as 7.62 million mt of soybeans were 
exported by March 19, official customs data showed. It means that on average 508,000 mt of soybeans were exported during the first three weeks of the month, or 
around 8-9 panamax-sized vessels a day. That pace is up from the previous record pace set in March last year of 493,000 mt a day when total exports for the month 
came in at 10.85 million mt, but slightly below the average day rate of 514,000 mt reached during the first two weeks of this month. A further 6.59 million mt of 
soybeans are lined up to be exported by the end of March, according to data by shipping agency Williams, which could put the final March number above 14.2 
million mt – an all-time record. Anec – Brazil’s grain exporters association – expects March exports this year to reach a new high of 15.5 million mt. Some 59% of 
Brazil’s record bean crop of 133 million mt was harvested by the end of last week, consultancy Agrural said on Monday, with those beans being rush to ports for 
exports.

Planting of Brazil’s safrinha corn crop reached 86.2% complete across the Center-South region, reports the consultancy Safras & Mercado. That’s still 10 
percentage points behind the historical average for this point in the season and 4.1 percentage points behind last year at this time. Cordonnier says, “The eventual 
safrinha corn yields will be determined by two things: when the summer rainy season ends and if there are frosts in Parana and Mato Grosso do Sul before the corn 
matures.” Sowing of the second corn crop in Brazil’s largest producing state of Mato Grosso has reached 97.6%, narrowing the rate to last year’s planting to just 2.4 
percentage points, according to a weekly update from the state’s agricultural institute IMEA. The move reflected a week-on-week progression of 9.25 percentage 
points and means the state’s farmers are in the final stretch after substantial delays to the planting and harvesting of soybeans had a knock on effect for corn. 
However, the delay to planting means that there remains significant risk to the growth and development of the newly-planted crop, leading the institute to warn 
that “the delay in sowing can negatively affect the expected productivity.”

Weekly Crop Progress reports from the USDA’s field offices across the country showed further improvement to winter wheat conditions, with ratings lifted 
across the Southern Plains after beneficial rains further eased drought concerns. 
• A total of 45% of Kansas’ winter wheat area was rated as being in a good or excellent condition in the week to March 21, up seven points over the week.
• Oklahoma was put at 62% good or excellent, up five points over the week.
• Colorado was rated at 33% good or excellent, up eight points over the week.
• Texas was rated as 29% good or excellent, up two points over the week.
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